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1 INTRODUCTION 

The regular provision of performance metrics is a pillar of a system that wants to be managed under a 
performance-driven paradigm. While deterministic mechanical systems, stable or not, operate under 
predictable regimes, complex systems operate under set of rules that usually cannot be derived 
analytically and, thus, choosing the right indicators, its frequency, distribution of the indicator across the 
network and understanding the uncertainty in the measurement, becomes critical. The evolution of 
complex systems is much more difficult to predict and their performance-driven management is only 
doable under a strict performance monitoring reporting system. 

The Air Traffic Management System is undoubtedly a complex system and the provision of metrics and 
indicators has been ensured through different means. For instance, Eurocontrol publishes monthly the 
CODA report in which delays, as classified by cause by airlines, are grouped across Europe in averages 
and then compared across different periods. The Performance Review Unit publishes the Performance 
Review Reports (PRR) annually providing the deepest insight available in Europe in terms of performance 
monitoring of the ATM system. 

In particular, the services proposed have several key advantages over current systems: 

1. Analysis of trends - While the analysis with the same month of the previous year might give an 
insight on how different metrics might be evolving, the system is too complex to simplify its 
behaviour to such simplistic analysis. Proper trend analysis should be done, taking into account 
the accuracy achieved throughout the different periods. In particular, due to the non-linear 
behaviour of the network, the comparison of any indicator has to be put in context with the 
growth of the traffic to understand if the evolution of that indicator is evolving as desired.  
 

2. Moreover, choosing the right scale of analysis is not a trivial task. Choosing 1-year scale by 
default might lead to avoid higher frequency phenomena that might be impossible to detect in 
smaller periods of time. Automatic data analysis shall be capable of identifying those scales in 
which the indicators chosen (e.g. arrival delay) behave in an interesting fashion. For instance, 
different parts of the network might be more stressed on the weekends than during the 
weekdays. 
 

3. Despite the current computational capabilities to store, manage and analyse large quantities of 
data, just certain percentage of the data points are actually reported by airlines. There is no 
possible prediction on how those data points will get distributed throughout time or 
geographically which, due to the non-symmetrical design of the network could lead to wrong 
insights when comparing different periods. Due to the fact that most reports nowadays rely on 
airline reporting mechanisms, some areas (e.g. France) only report up to 60% of the flights, 
which might be insufficient to provide the needed accuracy. Relying on automatic data sources 
ensures a higher accuracy of reporting and higher (and controlled) statistical representativeness. 
 

4.  Reporting the reaction of the system against disturbances is treated in the current reporting 
systems in a very shallow manner and this kind of reporting and how the network copes with the 
perturbations originated is the focus of the Resilience2050 project. In particular, the analysis of 
causality that is currently done through the classification provided by airlines, is inferred through 
data analysis as well. 

This document provides some guidelines on how a resilience monitoring system could be developed 
and deployed in Europe. Contrary to other reports, the solution suggested is fully automated with the 
data sources available digitally, what increases the computational complexity of the system but increases 
very significantly the reliability, accuracy and is able to support deepest analysis than what could be done 
just relying on airline and airports reporting. The process that is going to be described in this document is 
mainly as data analysis exercise and as such it has been based on the standard for data mining model 
process CRISP-DM. 
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1.1 Structure of the Document 

The document has been structured as follows: 

• Section 1 presents an introduction, including the purpose, the background and the structure of 
the document. 

• Section 2 introduces the main goals of WP2 in the Resilience 2050 project. It also includes a 
description of D2.3 in relation to the WP2 framework and the scope and approach within this 
work package. 

• Section 3 presents a general description of the main phases of the resilience monitoring service 
whereas Section 4, 5 and 6 desribe each of these phases in detail. 
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2 D2.3 in Resilience2050 project 

2.1  Overall Resilience2050 objective 

The main objective of the Resilience2050.eu project is to define, analytically, the concept of "resilience" 
meaning, within the context of Air Traffic Management. The salient steps, as described in the DoW, with 
some of them already achieved, are the following: 

• The first WP, fully finished, provided the theoretical framework, that lead to a Resilience 
definition within the ATM domain. It also explored other novel ideas such as the human role as a 
factor in ATM resilience. Some existing knowledge about the proper terminology (Resilience, 
Robustness, Disturbances, Perturbations) were taken from other socio-technical domains 

• WP2 tackled the data sets and data mining analyses that enabled, together with WP1, a deep 
study of the "Resilience level" in the current European ATM system for each particular 
disturbance. There has also been some insight into the delay propagation patterns in the 
European ATM system. The current deliverable is the latest one of the WP. 

• The third WP, currently under construction, builds a sensible structure where the Resilience 
concept could be represented, enabling afterwards the completion of a full list of Resilience 
Metrics of the current ATM system 

2.2  Research steps and approach 

In the context previously explained, the current Deliverable 2.3 "Specifications and procedures to support 
the design of a resilience data mining service", have firstly required input from WP2 D2.1: the specific 
information of the data sources involved in each layer. In order to provide the proper datasets, it 
was necessary to select the scenarios that would be significant for the resilience study. Finally, taking into 
account operational experience of the consortium partners and the most common delay causes (from 
Eurocontrol CODA and NOP), the scenarios depicted were: 

• Weather hazards (thunderstorm, rain, hail, snow, tornado, fog etc) 
• Bad visibility issues 
• Runway operations: runway configuration changes 
• Staffing problems: ATC strikes, illnesses etc 
• Capacity issues in the macromodel: sectors, regulations etc- 

Once the scenarios and data sources were selected, the input regarding the specific layers connections 
were taken from the resilience data mining tasks done in WP2 D2.2.  

WP3 "Development of new design principles" targets the analysis of the resilience of the current 
system.  WP3 started with the already delivered D3.1: by means of the development of a "layered 
resilience assessment" metaphor, different elements (for instance, airports and their performance, 
disturbances) were organized in different logical “layers” or "views" of the system, and where relations 
between them were evaluated making use of WP2 outcomes. As a result, the abstract concept of 
resilience could be represented, measured and communicated, and different strategies to achieve an 
increased resilience in air transport operations could be developed. 

In D3.2, a full definition, calculations and and approach for computing resilience metrics within ATM 
were provided. The analyses and calculations done, together with the process that was required have 
been the basis for the current D2.3. D3.2 enabled the very first identification of the specification and 
procedures that would be required for a tentative data mining service. 

Hence, visually summing up the general information flow that was required for prior to the creation of 
the current deliverable: 
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WP1 WP2 WP3 

Resilience definition: 

• Other socio-technical 
domains (D1.1) 

• Human factor, 
disturbances (D1.2) 

• ATM resilience, basic 
modelling approach 
(D1.3) 

Data mining exercises: 

• Data sources and scenarios 
definition (D2.1) 

• Data mining activities (D2.2) 
• Specifications and procedures 

(current document) 

Resilience metrics: 

• Multilayer 
representation (D3.1) 

• Resilience Metrics 
(D3.2) 

Looking the other way around, current deliverable will be an input for the following research activities 
and deliverables: 

WP3 WP4 WP5 

Design principles (D3.3) Developing the model D4.i Stress testing of new concept D5.i 

Further interrelations between other deliverables and WPs (2, 3, 4 and 5) have also been pointed out in 
the following figure. 

 

In conclusion, the theoretical framework (WP1), plus the data mining exercises run in the project 
(WP2,WP3) provided strong guidance to build D2.3 in a way that the Resilience model, the metrics, and a 
resilience data mining service would be purely data-driven. This deliverable provides a set of 
specifications and procedures that would encompass similar data mining activities, and that would 
provide guidance in a future "data mining service". Different ATM stakeholders may be interested in this 
Resilience service,  heavily linked with the  "new" property the project is dealing with. 
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3 Reference model 

The current process model provides an overview of the life cycle of a resilience analysis project. As 
depicted in Figure 1, it contains the phases of a project, their respective tasks, and the relationships 
between these tasks.  The life cycle of the resilience analysis project consists of 3 blocks each of which is 
divided into phases and tasks, as shown in Figure 2. The sequence of the phases is not rigid. Moving 
back and forth between different phases is always required especially in the knowledge extraction 
phases. The outcome of each phase determines which phase, or particular task of a phase, has to be 
performed next 

 

Figure 1:  The three main blocks and its corresponding phases of the methodology 

   

The methodology we have developed is being presented in terms of a hierarchical process. 

First of all the process has been split into three main blocks: 

• Problem understanding: In the first block, the situation is assessed, describing the selected 
disturbances; the datasets that are going to be used as well as the computational and storage 
requirements that will be needed to implement the service. The block finishes with a clear 
planning of how the rest of the tasks will be developed. 

• Knowledge extraction: In this block the whole process for selecting, cleaning and transforming 
the data up to the computation of the perturbation measures is thoroughly described. 

• Resilience Analysis: In the last block, the steps for computing the resilience metric, based on 
the perturbation measures from the previous block, its analysis as well as possible deployment 
scenarios are explained. 
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It is important to note that, in case of several disturbances, both the second and third blocks need to be 
repeated for each possible disturbance since the steps for processing the data and computing the 
resilience metric are independent of each disturbance. However, only one implementation of the first step 
needs to be conducted since it is composed of general information shared by all the disturbances. An 
example of a process with several disturbances is represented in the following figure. 

 

Figure 2: An example of the sequence of the blocks in case of several disturbances 

  

Each block is later decomposed in a set of phases with each phase containing one or more tasks. These 
tasks will be firstly analysed and presented as generic tasks. Although they have been described taking 
into account the datasets that the Resilience 2050 project has used, they could be adapted to different 
sources of data that could be available in the future. The instantiation to particular datasets will make it 
possible for the reader to check how to apply them to real datasets and the peculiarities they present.In 
figure 3 one can observe the phases in which the methodology we propose divides the overall process. 
As we will see in following sections each block has been divided in tasks and for each block we will finish 
the description with a set of questions that can be used as check list when developing a project following 
this methodolody. 

 



 

 

Figure 3: Decomposition in blocks, phases and tasks of the DRA methodology 

  

Each of the described blocks along with their corresponding phases and tasks is described in detail in the 
following Sections. 



4 Problem understanding 

This block starts by describing the disturbances that have been proposed for analysing their impact. It 
centres on both their main characteristics and their actual impact on the system as well the reasons 
behind their selection. It concludes the analysis by describing the storage and computational 
requirements that the proposed service could have proposing several alternatives for its implementation. 
This block is composed of two phases and four tasks, which are represented in the following figure and 
described in the following sections. 

 

 

After completion of this block, the following questions should have been answered: 

• Have all the selected disturbances been thoroughly described? 
• Has their impact on the system been analysed? 
• Have the available datasets been listed and detailed? 
• Has the storage requirements been analysed and enumerated? 

 

4.1 Disturbances selection 

In this task the set of disturbances that are going to be analysed by the resilience metric should be listed 
and described in detail. Therefore, this task should document each of the disturbances, their 
characteristics, their impact on the airports and flights system and what type of data could be needed to 
compute their associated perturbation measure.  For example, in the work that has been conducted 
during the resilience 2050 project, the following perturbation measures have been used: 

• Departure delay: Measures the delay of a flight when it is departing from the origin airport. 
• Arrival delay: Measures the delay of a flight when it is arriving at its destination. 
• Next leg delay: Measures the delay at the departure of the next flight of an aircraft after it has 

been affected in a previous flight by a disturbance 
• Taxi time: Measures the delay that a flight spends during the taxiing manoeuvres before its 

departure. 

Data storage 
requirements

Problem Understanding

Computational 
requirements

Disturbances selection

Disturbances 
selection

           Requirements analysis

Datasets 
description
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The first three measures have been used from all the analysed disturbances of the project whereas the 
last measure has only been used with the change of configuration disturbance (since it does seem to be 
affected by any of the other disturbances). Four possible measures have been described however, some 
more measures could be introduced into the service without affecting the general procedure of the 
proposed methodology.  

4.2 Requirements Analysis 

This phase has as the main goal to discover all the requirements for the develpoment of the system. 
Some important issue that has to be taken into account is that most of the data that is being used for 
analysis has the features described as Big Data. 

BigData is characterized commonly by 4 Vs: 

• Velocity: Data generation has very high speed. Collecting data is far faster than analysing them: 
there are lots of data sources such as sensors, logs, weather information, mechanic reports etc. 
getting generated continuously  

• Variety: Not only structured data but also images, texts, videos have to be analysed.  
• Volume: High volumes of data are being generated and it is costly to store large amounts of 

data: even though the cost of storage has been dropped dramatically in recent years it is still a 
costly option to store every bit of information. For the current problem the biggest datasets in 
use are found in the ALLFT+  

• Value: The data being stored potentially hinders interesting information and extracting such is 
one of the mian goals. This is in fact the main goal behind the methodology we are proposing.  

Consequently the following should be taken into account: 

a) Data Storage/Availability: Data should be available to be accessed 7/24. However, when data 
gets bigger it should be stored in a distributed fashion, thus having multiple machines is a 
must. Having multiple machines means multiple points of failure. In order to implement an 
available system multiple "replicas" of the data should be kept.  

b) Memory Optimization: Since data is too big to fit into memory there should be optimization 
considerations for reading and writing data. New NoSQL database technologies such as 
MongoDB, Cassandra, VoltDB, and DynamoDB etc. focuses on building such 
systems. However we cannot think only on this database systems as the soluciton as for 
some datasets traditional relational databases will be used. 

4.2.1 Datasets description 

In this task, the available datasets selected for the analysis should be presented, describing briefly their 
main characteristics, type of information contained, size of the datasets… This task provides a general 
overview of the datasets since a more thorough view is provided in task 5.1.2.  

The main goal consequently of this tasks is not the understanding of the information but describing the 
main datasets available for analysis.  

In particular, the main datasets that were used for data analysis were the ALLFT+, the METAR and the 
ACC headlines. We review in what follows some properties of these datasets that are interesting to take 
into account for their later processing. 
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Data Properties 

Datasets contains both structure and non structured information: 

1. Sometimes it happens that no labels for features (or field names) are available : without any 
external documentation data does not have any information about what each field corresponds 
to.  

2. Even when data are in table format attibutes are not basic data types (date,char or integer ) but 
they contain arrays of information that have to preprocessed before starting data understading 

3. Some of the files contain text  like in the case of ACC headlines  

Regarding the volume, the datasets of highest volume is the ALLFT+ where daily information is about 
several Gigabytes for flight information 

Data Quality 

Data is not ready to analyse even after creating a structured and labeled database. Depending on the 
problem, some fields should be normalised or some entries should be eliminated from the data set 
according to filters. Some analysis techniques might allow missing field values, however there are some 
fields which rarely have a value making its analysis challenging, thus it may not be included in the 
analysis. 

There are some flaws at the data which will be listed below.  

1. Actual flight information (i.e. CPF-REF) is on average 80% available  
2. Only about 60 of 146 fields are present in a flights entry 
3. There are inconsistent data 

a) The consecutive airspace is the same as previous meaning no transition where airspace 
profile is all about transition information (can be fixed by reducing it into a single 
airspace point) 

b) Entry time to consecutive airspace is not equal to exit time of previous airspace which 
means there is no data provided in that interval (can be fixed by taking average of those 
time and connecting them) 

c) Entry time and exit time to same airspace should be different, i.e. zero elapse time is 
inconsistent (can be fixed by removing the point completely) 

d) Actual and planned airspace profiles can visit different airspaces making it impossible to 
calculate en-route delays at every transition, however if first and last airspaces are the 
same a total en-route delay can be calculated 

As a consequence the methodology we propose has a task that is has to be taken into account to be time 
consuming in which the quality of the dataset have to be analysed this is part of the data understanding 
phase of the proposed methodology. 

4.2.2 Data storage requirements and computational requirements 

The actual requirements depend strongly on how much data will be stored and be processed at the run-
time. One possibily is to use NonSql Databases as for some analysis  NoSQL database technologies yield 
more cost-effective and high performance results. However, as it has been explained before this is not 
the only solution. The most important aspect to remember is that prior to starting the project depending 
on the number of days available for analysis and depending on the disturbances and datasets available 
the database technology will be chosen.  

In what follows we present an exampleof a Management tool that could be used to deal with the 
datasets. Note however that this is only one possibility and depending on the number of days of analysis 
and the analysis to be done so will be the design of the management tool.  
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BigData Management Tool 

 

The BigData Management Tool (BMT) converts unstructured text file to managed and efficient 
database.  It allows BigData to be consumed efficiently by applications processing BigData provided. Just 
including a driver to database allows access to labeled data. 

BMT can process any BigData which is in text format separated by symbols and other extensions can be 
built for other possibilities. In our problem ALLFT+ is a sample data source for BMT, i.e. it can process 
other types of BigData sources too. In order to parse a new data source, a small Python script should be 
written for parsing text data into a hierarchical array for each element (in ALLFT+ this element is a 
flight). 

1. BMT Stores data in MongoDB because of the properties of MongoDB below: 
a) Schemaless design: There is no strict scheme or table structure for storing data. Also data is 

stored in documents in JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) corresponding to object oriented 
class structure making it easier to be consumed by client applications. 

b) Flexible, distributed: MongoDB can be distributed among cluster to multiple machine almost 
seamlessly. Only a little administration process is required compared to relational database 
administration load. 

c) Highly efficient and available: MongoDB performs highly efficient analysis on BigData and has 
efficient availability options eliminating chance of failure drastically  
 

2. Reduces the size of data stored 
a) Up to 5-6 times (with extensions the size of data can be further reduced up to 60-140 times 

with some trade-off issues) 
b) Reducing size and distributed structure of MongoDB makes data processing ultra faster 

depending on the scale of the data 
3. Allows selective parsing, i.e. eliminates redundant information processing by selecting only the 

field required for the analysis prior to creating database entry boosting storage, memory, and 
computational efficiency. 
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4. Assigns labels to features in order to efficiently manage data in client applications, i.e. labels are 
assigned with simple description language specialised for BMT (a JSON structure) 

5. Transforms, filters and scales (e.g. normalizes) data while parsing saving a lot of database access 
time 

6. Filtering an entry before whole fields are processed increases parsing speed considerably 
7. BMT eliminates client application’s parsing overhead at every run since the data is already parsed 

the analysis can be performed only by accessing created MongoDB database 
8. By utilising Python rather than MATLAB the parsing time of a single day of ALLFT+ data is 

dropped from 5 hours to 14 minutes at the same specs 
a) It can be further reduced by distributing database across shards and utilising supercomputers 

9. Python is free and highly supported not only by science but also development community 
a) Python has a very lightweight infrastructure and comes bundled with many of the UNIX 

distributions (such as OSX) 
b) Python is open-source and allows extensions to developed programs efficiently 



5 Knowledge Discovery 

The knowledge extraction details the required steps for processing the available data to obtain the 
perturbation measures needed by the resilience metric. This block is based on the CRISP-DM 
methodology and as such one can observe the cyclical nature of data mining itself. The lessons learned 
during the process can trigger on the one hand another cycle of the process in which new, often more-
focused business questions are done and, on the other hand, it triggers the disturbance insight process. 
Subsequent insight discovery will benefit from the experiences and patterns obtained previously.  This 
block should address the following questions: 

• Has the collection process of the data for all the datasets been described? 
• Has the format of the data, the number of records, the fields and any other features been 

analysed? 
• Have statistical analyses applied to the key attributes? have their distributions been presented? 
• Has the quality of the data been examined? 
• Is the data complete? Does it cover all the cases required? 
• Is it correct? 
• Does it contain errors? How common they are? Can they be corrected? Have the cleaning 

procedures been described? 
• Have the perturbation measures been described? Has its computation procedure been detailed? 
• Has the values of the perturbation measures been analysed? Have statistical procedures (such 

as statistical tests) been used in the comparison? 

This block is composed of four phases and nine tasks, which are represented in the following figure and 
described in the following sections. 
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5.1 Data understanding 

The data understanding phase starts with initial data collection and proceeds with the activities that 
enable the user to become familiar with the data, identify data quality problems and their solutions, 
discover first insights into the data, and/or detect interesting subsets to form hypotheses regarding 
hidden information. It is composed of 5 tasks, which are described below. 

5.1.1 Collect initial data 

In this task the collection of the data required data for the analysis of the resilience should be conducted. 
As it was mentioned in previous deliverables (WP2 and WP3), for the analysis of the results of the 
Resilience 2050 project, three main data sets have been used: the ALLFT+, the AAC headlines and the 
METAR datasets. However, more datasets could be introduced in order to expand or improve the 
process.  The final aim of this first stage is achieving a fluent flow of data between the entities originally 
collecting it and the responsibilities of the data analyses service. 

With regards to the datasets, the ones used in the project have already been explained with a high level 
of detail in D2.1 However the Resilience2050 consortium has considered it worth including a brief 
description of those, in addition to others that could replace them: 

• ALLFT+, from Eurocontrol contains all the information about European flights in terms of planned 
and real trajectories in the European airspace. Any other European dataset covering this 
information (reliable ADS-B data for instance) would be a feasible option, if the data transferring 
is smooth and information on delays and system behaviour could be extracted. The steps in the 
data transfer could differ depending on which is the entity initially collecting the data (ANSP, 
airlines, Eurocontrol etc) 

• The AAC headlines and the METAR datasets could also be replaced if there are other datasets 
covering the same information on weather and staff issues. 

5.1.2 Data Description 

The acquired datasets should be described in this task. In deliverable 2.2 the available 9 months of the 
ALLFT+ data set as well as the AAC headlines and METARs file were described to inform about the 
format of the data, the quantity of the data, the fields of each data set,….  If a new service is going to be 
implemented with new (or modified) data sets, it is important that this kind of analysis is carried on to 
obtain a first broad perspective of the structure as well as the size of the available data. 

5.1.3 Data exploration 

This task should analyse the distribution of key attributes as well as simple statistical analysis from the 
selected datasets. For example in the deliverable 2.2 the distribution of the number of flights per month 
as well as the distribution of the perturbation measures:  the departure and arrival delays were analysed. 
The output of this task should describe the impact of the attributes in the findings that are obtained in 
later tasks. 

5.1.4 Data quality verification 

This task addresses questions about the data such as: is the data complete? Does it cover all the cases? 
Does it contain errors or missing values and, if they are, how common are they? The output of this task 
should list all the problems encountered during the exploration of the data in order to take them into 
account in the posterior analysis and resilience metrics procedures. 
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5.2 Data preparation 

The data preparation phase covers all activities needed to construct the dataset that will be used in the 
next stage to extract the first patterns. Tasks include table, record, and attribute selection, as well as 
transformation and cleaning of data for modelling tools. 

5.2.1 Data selection 

Based on the selected disturbances and the resilience metrics analysis, this task should be centred in the 
selection of the appropriate fields or attributes and records that should be used in the posterior 
tasks.  For example, if the implemented service is going to use the ALLFT+ for the computation of 
perturbation measures, such as what happened in the deliverable 2.2, the user needs only to select the 
attributes that are needed for the computation of the delays as well as the identification of the flights, 
airports, … 

5.2.2 Data cleaning 

This task should improve the data quality to the level required by the posterior analysis and resilience 
metrics. This may involve the selection of clean subsets, insertion of suitable defaults, removal of 
erroneous records or more sophisticated measures such as the estimation of missing data by 
modelling.  For example, in the deliverable 2.2 it was observed that several Metar entries were duplicated 
so a process to filter them out was developed and applied to correct the Metar dataset. 

5.3 Data Processing 

In this phase, various techniques are selected and applied, and their parameters are calibrated to optimal 
values. Some techniques have specific requirements on the form of data. Therefore, going back to the 
data preparation phase is often necessary. 

5.3.1 Selection of the flights 

In this task, the set of flights that are affected by a disturbance are extracted for their posterior analysis 
by means of the perturbation measures. For this process to be carried out, it is important to identify the 
time window where the analysed disturbance was happening to select the appropriate set of flights. 
Based on the type of the disturbance, a procedure for identifying the time windows needs to be 
developed. For example, in the deliverable 2.2 several methods were provided for identifying the time 
windows for the four different disturbances that were proposed. 

Once the time windows are identified, it is trivial to select the affected flight by comparing the radar 
points that are contained in each flight of the ALLFT+ dataset. 

5.3.2 Computation of perturbation measures 

Once the set of flights affected by a disturbance is selected, the next step is to compute the 
corresponding perturbation measure values that are going to be used in the multilayered model, which 
will be used in the computation of the resilience metric. As mentioned in the disturbances selection task, 
in the resilience 2050 project we have defined four different perturbation measures (although the 
methodology is flexible enough to incorporate new perturbation measures). The computation procedure 
for each of these measures is described below: 

• Departure delay: Computed as the difference between the first point of the correlated positions 
reports for a flight (CPF), field #139 of the ALLFT+ dataset, and the first point stored in the filed 
tactical flight model ( FTFM), field #84 of the ALLFT+ dataset database. 
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• Arrival delay: Computed as the difference between the last point of the correlated positions 
reports for a flight (CPF), field #139 of the ALLFT+ dataset, and the last point stored in the filed 
tactical flight model ( FTFM), field #84 of the ALLFT+ dataset. 

• Next leg departure delay: Similar to the departure delay but from the following flight of the 
selected aircraft. To identify the following flight that an aircraft performs in a day, we use the 
IFPS Registration mark (field #58 of the ALLFT+ dataset) to obtain the next flight of an aircraft 
that departed from the airport where the original flight arrived. 

• Ground rolling outbound time: This measure is used as an estimation of the taxi time (which is 
not stored in the ALLFT+ dataset) and is computed as the difference between the first point of 
the CPF field of a flight and the actual off-block time (AOBT) or estimated off-block time (EOBT), 
fields #6 and #18 of the ALLFT+ dataset). As mentioned in the disturbance selection task, this 
measure has only been used with the change of configuration disturbance described in the D2.2 
deliverable.  

5.4 Analysis of results 

Before proceeding to the computation of the resilience metric, it is important to thoroughly evaluate it 
and the results obtained so far to be certain the selected perturbation measures are detecting significant 
differences for the proposed disturbance. To validate these results it has been proposed to compare the 
obtained results (values of the perturbation measure of the affected flights by a disturbance) by a control 
set of flights unaffected by this or any other known disturbance.  For this task, we extract the flights of 
the same time window from a day where no disturbance (the same or other severe one) occurred. Since 
it is important to select a similar day in terms of distribution of traffic, we look for the days that happened 
in the same day of the week but from previous (and following) weeks to the day where the disturbance 
happened. This criterion is depicted in the following figure 

 

The procedure will try to select the closest week to the day of the disturbance but sometimes it is 
necessary to select a day from a few weeks before (or after) in order to find a day that was not affected 
by any other disturbance or extraordinary event. However, in order to be as close as possible to the 
affected day, the procedure will accept a day from a previous (or following) week if another disturbance 
or event happened at some period that had a small overlap with the selected time window. Concretely, 
the window will only be admitted if this overlap happens at the beginning or at the end of the selected 
time window; the size of this overlap being less than 20% of the time window size. For these cases, the 
time window for these days will be the original time window minus the overlap section (to avoid taking 
into account flights that were affected by the extraordinary event or disturbance). 

Having obtained the values of the perturbation measure for both the set of affected flights as well as the 
control set of flights, the next step is to compare these values. The focus has been put on analysing the 
overall behaviour of the system to obtain a characterization of the possible impact of each of the 
disturbances. Therefore, instead of comparing each time window individually, the whole set of time 
windows per group (affected and unaffected flights by a disturbance), has been globally compared. For 
this task, a representative value for each time window has been chosen. We have selected the median 
value since for small time windows; this selection reduced the bias that the mean could introduce. 

With the distribution of representative values (the median values of the time windows for the arriving and 
departing delays), a statistical comparison is performed. First, the mean for both distributions of values is 
computed and compared. Then, to obtain the significance of this comparison, statistical hypothesis tests 
are applied. Whenever the distribution of values satisfies the normality and the homoscedasticity 
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constraints (checked by means of the Shapiro and Levene tests), a t-test is applied, and otherwise the 
non-parametrical Wilcoxon test is selected. The t-test is known to be more powerful than the Wilcoxon 
test but has the constraints that the analysed data need to be normally distributed and satisfy the 
homoscedasticity constraint whereas the Wilcoxon can be used with data that violates any of these 
constraints. The result of this comparison is assumed to be significant if the resulting p-value is below 
0.05. To reduce the bias, the Bertsimas and Patterson correction to the p-value has been applied. The 
objective of this correction is to standardize the arbitrary p-values according to the sample size. This 
correction tries to compensate the bias introduced by the sample size, making it easier to find significant 
differences when the sample size is smaller than 100 individuals and, consequently, making it harder 
when the sample size is over 100 individuals. This correction is represented in the following equation: 

 

Once all the airports have been thoroughly analysed with the previously mentioned steps, a study of the 
effects of the disturbance on each airport and all the airports is conducted where the impact of the 
disturbance is analysed both at each airport and globally.D2.3.6 Resilience Analysis 
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6 Resilience analysis 

In the final block, the objective is to describe the required steps to process the values of the perturbation 
measures into the multi-layered model and from the multi-layered model into the final resilience metric, 
which can easily be analysed and explained. It concludes by describing the possible deployment scenarios 
based on a temporal scale or any other criterion. This block is composed of four phases and six tasks, 
which are represented in the following figure and described in the following sections. 

 

 

  

This block should address the following questions: 

• Have the steps for generating the multi-layered model been detailed? 
• Has the reference state been defined? Has the method to compute it been described? 
• Have the computation procedure of the resilience metric been explained? 
• Has the resilience metric been computed? Has its results been analysed? 
• Have the deployment scenarios been detailed? 

6.1 Data processing 

Once the previous analysis validates the significance impact of the proposed disturbance, the next step 
for computing the resilience metric and analysing its impact in the global network of airports is to 
generate the multi layered model and obtain from it the corresponding resilience metrics. As was 
mentioned in Deliverable D3.1, the multi-layered model provides a framework for the definition of the 
resilience measures to be described in future tasks of the process. The idea is to align the results from 
previous tasks in a useful structure both for modelling and for providing a framework for the resilience 
analyses. Each layer of the system has a particular behaviour (individually and as a group) described by 
one or more data sets. Each of these level’s layers could also be gathered into "macro layers" with similar 
features. 

6.1.1 Generation of the multi-layered model 

As previously mentioned, the multi-layered model offers a useful mechanism to represent several aspects 
of the disturbances with different levels of granularity. It is composed of several levels stored as tables, 

 Resilience metrics

Generation of 
the 

multilayered 
model

Computation 
of the metric 

Deployment

Daily

Historical

Resilience Analysis

Data processing

Computation 
of the 

reference 
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Analysis of 
the results
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which are later used for the computation of the resilience metric. Each of these layers is described in 
detail below. 

6.1.2 Layer 1 

The first layer will define a map of each disturbance and its descriptions. Some disturbances will be 
described qualitatively and others will be described combining some quantitative and qualitative 
attributes. A good example is the disturbance “bad visibility at a runway” where a quantitative “severity” 
figure is provided in terms of RVR. Meanwhile in other disturbances such as strikes there is only a yes/no 
possibility. In any case, all layers will show a geographical distribution of disturbances occurring at 
airports, and at a certain moment in time t. So, each disturbance will be of a specific type and it will be 
linked to a specific airport (airport=node in the model). Each disturbance will be a layer in itself and the 
layer of the representation should include results from the previous tasks to determine how these 
disturbances are defined, identified and described in the data set. 

In order to construct the corresponding table, the implemented process analyses the appropriate 
database (depends on the disturbance type) and extracts the starting and ending times where a 
disturbance occurred, as well as the airport affected by the disturbance. The following table represents 
the structure that Table 1 should have. 

Airport Disturbance kind Start time stamp Ending time stamp 
LEMD 1 [(1=rain or directly rain) 13:25 13:55 

  

6.1.3 Layer 2 

The second layer represents a filtered version of layer 1 Thus, this layer represents the time periods 
where a disturbance affected an airport and no other disturbance occurred at the same time so we can 
be sure that the corresponding perturbance measures that we are going to analyse afterwards are only 
being affected by a single disturbance. There could be some exceptions to this filter like, for example, the 
visibility and weather disturbances. Since these two disturbance are closely related we are not going to 
apply the filter whenever the time windows involved in an overlap belong to only these two types of 
disturbances. 

6.1.4 Layer 3 

The objective of this table is to identify the flights that were affected by each disturbance included in 
layer 2 as well as some useful information for conducting the analysis of the multi-layered 
model.  Therefore, for constructing this table, the process reads each entry of table 2 that identifies a 
time window where a disturbance affected an airport, and uses this information to access the ALLFT+ 
database to extract the flights that were departing when the disturbance occurred. With this set of 
flights, the next step is to filter the flights that were not arriving at one of the selected airports. Then, for 
each flight, several fields that will help in the posterior analysis are retrieved, like, for example, the 
aircraftID, the registration number, the departure and arrival airports and the severity measure. The 
severity measure represents a quantitative value of the impact of the disturbance and could only have 
sense for certain disturbances( e.g. the visibility value for the reduced visibility disturbance.  The 
structure of this table is as follows: 

 Flight 
number 

Registration 
number 

Departuring 
airport 

Arriving 
airport 

Disturbance 
affecting 

Severity of 
disturbance affecting 

IBE1234 XXX LEMD LFCG disturbance 
identification 

X 
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6.1.5 Layer 4 

This layer extends layer 3 to include a perturbance measure that is going to be used to analyse the 
impact of each disturbance. Concretely, for this layer, the measure that is calculated is the delay at the 
departure airports, computed as described earlier in this document, i.e., the difference between the 
estimated departure time included in the flight FTFM plan and the real time stamp stored in the radar 
points set, being both fields obtained from the ALLFT+ database. The new departure delay values 
together with the information contained in layer 3 constitute the data of layer 4 represented in the 
following table structure. 

 Flight 
number 

Registration 
number 

Departuring 
airport 

Arriving 
airport 

Disturbance 
affecting 

Severity of 
disturbance 
affecting 

Departuring 
Delay 

IBE1234 XXX LEMD LFCG disturbance 
identification 

X 140 (seconds) 

6.1.6  Layer 5 

Similarly to layer  4, layer 5 extends layer 3 to include a different perturbance measure: the arrival delay. 
This measure is computed from the data contained in the ALLFT+ database as the difference between 
the estimated arrival time and the real arrival time stored in the radar points set. Therefore, the new 
table is constructed by adding the arrival delay measure to the fields contained in each record of layer 3. 
Since this table is going to be used to analyse the impact of each disturbance in the arrivals of the flights, 
a similar filtering process to the one followed with layer 2 is conducted but, in this case, it is centred 
around the arrival airports of the flights, i.e., the flights that arrive at an airport that was also being 
affected by a disturbance are discarded from the final dataset so that it only contains flights that were 
being affected by a disturbance at its departure. The following table represents the structure of the layer. 

Flight 
number 

Registration 
number 

Departuring 
airport 

Arriving 
airport 

Original 
Disturbance 
affecting 

Severity of 
disturbance 
affecting 

Departuring 
Delay (at 
origin) 

Arrival 
Delay (At 
destination) 

IBE1234 XXX LEMD LFCG disturbance 
identification 

X 1400 
(seconds) 

800 
(seconds) 

6.1.7 Layer 6 

The objective of this table is to contain the appropriate information to analyse how the impact of a 
disturbance affecting the flights departing from an airport propagates to the next leg that conduct the 
aircraft of the flights. Therefore, to construct this layer, layer  3 is read (which contains the set of flights 
affected by all the proposed disturbances) and, for each flight, the next leg flight is obtained from the 
ALLFT+ database by obtaining the first of all the flights with the same registration mark field that 
departed from the same airport and after the layer 3 flight arrived.  
  
Similarly to the previous tables, these next leg flights are filtered to contain only the flights that arrived at 
one of the selected airports and that they were not being affected by any disturbance at their departure 
(since we are analysing the influence of a disturbance in the departure of the next leg flight we do not 
want to include next leg flights that were also being affected by another disturbance). As happened with 
layer 3, several fields that describe the flight are gathered from the ALLFT+ database as well as a 
perturbance measure: the delay at the departure of the next leg flights to construct the data of the 
corresponding table the structure of which is represented below. 
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 Flight 
number 

Registratio
n number 

Departure 
airport 

Arrival
airport 

Disturbance 
affecting 

Severity of 
disturbanc
e affecting 

Departure 
Delay (at 
origin) 

Arrival 
delay (at 
destination
) 

Departure 
Delay (at 
destination) 

IBE12
34 

XXX LEMD LFCG disturbance 
identificati
on  

X 1400 
(seconds) 

1000 
(seconds) 

800 
(seconds) 

  

6.1.8 Computation of the reference status 

Before computing the resilience metric associated to the disturbance, it is necessary to compute the 
corresponding perturbation values of what could be considered as the “normal” behaviour of the system. 
This normal behaviour is called the reference status and represents the actual performance of the 
system. In order to quantify the impact of each disturbance, their effect should be measured with respect 
to this reference status. 

To compute the reference status it is necessary to create the same tables as the ones used for layers 4, 5 
and 6 for a significant time period (e.g. a whole year) but without considering the scenarios where a 
disturbance was affecting the flights. Therefore, the time windows represented in layer 1 are going to be 
used to filter the selection of flights used for the construction of the reference status. 

6.2 Resilience Metrics 

Only after the data has been processed and classified into the previous layers the Resilience metric can 
be computed. The process uses several statistical tools to ensure a clear dataset free of anomalies and 
produces a picture of the resilient status of the network. This picture is of stochastic nature, but simple 
enough to be easily communicated while being sufficiently complex to capture, simple but not any 
simpler. 

6.2.1 Computation of the metric 

First a data cleansing process should be carried out. This process uses two well known statistic 
methods: a Extreme Values Analysis (EVA) and Outlier Detection from Data Subspaces (ODDS). These 
two methods produce a smoother data sample, free of artifacts and irregularities. Using these two 
methods will allow the next steps to produce a more accurate model, as fitting the raw data without 
cleansing may produce an awry picture of the system's resilience. After the data has been cleansed, both 
sets, the reference and the isolated disturbance data sets are fitted into a linear model using linear 
regression. As this model is particularly simple, the Pearson's correlation coefficient and the Spearman's 
rank correlation should be used to ensure the model is sufficiently accurate. We define the Delay Rate 
of an airport pair (or a single airport turnaround) by the slope of the linear regression (of the 
corresponding data set). The resilience metric, or Disturbance Effect, is then the relative difference 
(percentage) of the Delay Rate (previously defined) between the Reference Status and the Disrupted 
Status. 
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6.3 Analysis of the results 

Once the Delay Rate of the reference status and the Disturbance Effect of each isolated disturbance are 
computed a multi-layered graph represents the whole network resilience enabling further analysis. The 
layered graph is defined as follows; there is a base layer or Reference Graph in which airports are 
represented by nodes and two airports are connected by an edge if there are any flights between them 
each edge is weighed by the Delay Ratio (en-route for two distinct airports, and turnaround for loops on 
each node) of the Reference State. An additional layer is generated for each disturbance considered, as 
in the Reference Graph, airports are represented by nodes and two airports are connected by an edge if 
there are any flights affected by that disturbance between them. But, in contrast to the Reference Graph, 
edges now are weighted by the Disturbance Effect (en-route for two different airports and turnaround for 
the same airport). 

 

Alternatively the Resilience Metric can be represented by the adjacency matrix, as it comprises exactly 
the same information. However, for highly connected graphs, matrix representation offers a more 
compact representation and can be stored in plain text files easing any cross platform data sharing. In 
general one matrix would be needed for the reference status plus an additional matrix for each isolated 
disturbance. 
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  EGCC EGLL EDDL EDDT ENGM ... 

EGCC -5% -3% -3% n/a 0% ... 

EGLL +9% +8% -4% +2% -1% ... 

EDDL -1% 0% -7% +5% +12% ... 

EDDT 0% +8% +10% -12% -9% ... 

ENGM +6% n/a 0% -3% +6% ... 

... ... ... ... ... ... ... 

6.4  Deployment 

Layers 1 to 6 can easily extracted from existing datasets. However, this extraction needs all the 
disrupted (and subsequent) operations to be finished. A minimum time buffer of 6 to 24 hours would be 
needed to produce layers 1-6, so the minimum reporting time would be one day. The computational task 
required to obtain the resilience metric from layers 1-6 are not resource intensive. There are specific 
software packages (R, SPSS, etc.) implementing the required statistical tools, although in some cases 
additional libraries may be needed. Requirements for deployment will be a compatible database interface 
and any mid class Windows or Unix machine powerful enough to run the mentioned software. 

6.4.1 Reporting and historical 

The deployment phase can automatize the process in order to generate daily/weekly/monthly/yearly 
reports, provided the database has the required granularity. There are no major concerns about the 
possibility of storing a history of reports. However, the extraction of the patterns beyond the Resilience 
multi-layered graph is generally not within the scope of the project, but rather to deliver the customer a 
set of useful information, organized and presented in the most comprehensive way. 


